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Introduction
The goal of stance detection is to classify the attitude expressed in a text, towards a given target, as "positive", "negative", or "neutral". Such information can be useful for a variety of tasks, e.g. Mendoza et al. (2010) showed that tweets stating actual facts were affirmed by 90% of the tweets related to them, while tweets conveying false information were predominantly questioned or denied.
The focus of this paper is on a novel stance detection task, namely tweet stance detection towards previously unseen target entities (mostly entities such as politicians or issues of public interest), as defined in the SemEval Stance Detection for Twitter task (Mohammad et al., 2016) . This task is rather difficult, firstly due to not having training data for the targets in the test set, and secondly, due to the targets not always being mentioned in the tweet. For example, the tweet "@realDonaldTrump is the only honest voice of the @GOP" expresses a positive stance towards the target Donald Trump. However, when stance is predicted with respect to Hillary Clinton as the target, this tweet expresses a negative stance, since supporting candidates from one party implies negative stance towards candidates from other parties.
Thus the challenge is twofold. First, we need to learn a model that interprets the tweet stance towards a target that might not be mentioned in the tweet itself. Second, we need to learn such a model without labelled training data for the target with respect to which we are predicting the stance. In the example above, we need to learn a model for Hillary Clinton by only using training data for other targets. While this renders the task more challenging, it is a more realistic scenario, as it is unlikely that labelled training data for each target of interest will be available.
To address these challenges we develop a neural network architecture based on conditional encoding (Rocktäschel et al., 2016) . A long-short term memory (LSTM) network (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997 ) is used to encode the target, followed by a second LSTM that encodes the tweet using the encoding of the target as its initial state. We show that this approach achieves better F1 than standard stance detection baselines, or an independent LSTM encoding of the tweet and the target. The latter achieves an F1 of 0.4169 on the test set. Results improve further (F1 of 0.4901) with a bidirectional version of our model, which takes into account the context on either side of the word being encoded. In the context of the shared task, this would be the second best result, except for an approach which uses automatically labelled tweets for the test targets (F1 of 0.5628). Lastly, when our bidirectional conditional encoding model is trained on such data, it achieves state-of-the-art performance (F1 of 0.5803).
Task Setup
The SemEval 2016 Stance Detection for Twitter task (Mohammad et al., 2016) consists of two subtasks, Task A and Task B. In Task A the goal is to detect the stance of tweets towards targets given labelled training data for all test targets (Climate Change is a Real Concern, Feminist Movement, Atheism, Legalization of Abortion and Hillary Clinton). In Task B, which is the focus of this paper, the goal is to detect stance with respect to an unseen target different from the ones considered in Task A, namely Donald Trump, for which labeled training/development data is not provided.
Systems need to classify the stance of each tweet as "positive" (FAVOR), "negative" (AGAINST) or "neutral" (NONE) towards the target. The official metric reported is F1 macro-averaged over FAVOR and AGAINST. Although the F1 of NONE is not considered, systems still need to predict it to avoid precision errors for the other two classes.
Although participants were not allowed to manually label data for the test target Donald Trump, they were allowed to label data automatically. The two best performing systems submitted to Task B, pkudblab (Wei et al., 2016b) and LitisMind (Zarrella and Marsh, 2016) , both made use of this. Making use of such techniques renders the task intp weakly supervised seen target stance detection, instead of an unseen target task. Although the goal of this paper is to present stance detec-tion methods for targets for which no training data is available, we show that they can also be used in a weakly supervised framework and outperform the state-of-the-art on the SemEval 2016 Stance Detection for Twitter dataset.
Methods
A common stance detection approach is to treat it as a sentence-level classification task similar to sentiment analysis (Pang and Lee, 2008, Socher et al., 2013) . However, such an approach cannot capture the stance of a tweet with respect to a particular target, unless training data is available for each of the test targets. In such cases, we could learn that a tweet mentioning Donald Trump in a positive manner expresses a negative stance towards Hillary Clinton. Despite this limitation, we use two such baselines, one implemented with a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier and one with an LSTM, in order to assess whether we are successful in incorporating the target in stance prediction.
A naive approach to incorporate the target in stance prediction would be to generate features concatenating the target with words from the tweet. In principle, this could allow the classifier to learn that some words in the tweets have target-dependent stance weights, but it still assumes that training data is available for each target.
In order to learn how to combine the target with the tweet in a way that generalises to unseen targets, we focus on learning distributed representations and ways to combine them. The following sections develop progressively the proposed bidirectional conditional LSTM encoding model, starting from the independent LSTM encoding.
Independent Encoding
Our initial attempt to learn distributed representations for the tweets and the targets is to encode the target and tweet independently as k-dimensional dense vectors using two LSTMs (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) .
Here, x t is an input vector at time step t, c t denotes the LSTM memory, h t ∈ R k is an output vector and the remaining weight matrices and biases are trainable parameters. We concatenate the two output vector representations and classify the stance using the softmax over a non-linear projection
into the space of the three classes for stance detection where W ta , W tw ∈ R 3×k are trainable weight matrices and b ∈ R 3 is a trainable class bias. This model learns target-independent distributed representations for the tweets and relies on the nonlinear projection layer to incorporate the target in the stance prediction.
Conditional Encoding
In order to learn target-dependent tweet representations, we use conditional encoding as previously applied to the task of recognizing textual entailment (Rocktäschel et al., 2016) . We use one LSTM to encode the target as a fixed-length vector. Then, we encode the tweet with another LSTM, whose state is initialised with the representation of the target. Finally, we use the last output vector of the tweet LSTM to predict the stance of the target-tweet pair. This effectively allows the second LSTM to read the tweet in a target-specific manner, which is crucial since the stance of the tweet depends on the target (recall the Donald Trump example above).
Bidirectional Conditional Encoding
Bidirectional LSTMs have been shown to learn improved representations of sequences by encoding a sequence from left to right and from right to left (Graves and Schmidhuber, 2005) . Therefore, we adapt the conditional encoding model from Section 3.2 to use bidirectional LSTMs, which represent the target and the tweet using two vectors for each of them, one obtained by reading the target and then the tweet left-to-right (as in the conditional LSTM encoding) and one obtained by reading them rightto-left. To achieve this, we initialise the state of the bidirectional LSTM that reads the tweet by the last state of the forward and reversed encoding of the target (see Figure 1 ). The bidirectional encoding allows the model to construct target-dependent representations of the tweet such that when each word is considered, they take into account both the left-and the right-hand side context.
Unsupervised Pretraining
In order to counter-balance the relatively small training data available (5628 instances in total), unsupervised pre-training is employed. It initialises the word embeddings used in the LSTMs with an appropriately trained word2vec model (Mikolov et al., 2013) . Note that these embeddings are used only for initialisation, as we allow them to be optimised further during training.
In more detail, we train a word2vec model on a corpus of 395,212 unlabelled tweets, collected with the Twitter Keyword Search API 1 between November 2015 and January 2016, plus all the tweets contained in the official SemEval 2016 Stance Detection datasets (Mohammad et al., 2016) . The unlabelled tweets are collected so they contain the training, dev and test targets, using up to two keywords per target, namely "hillary", "clinton", "trump", "climate", "femini", "aborti". Note that Twitter does not allow for regular expression search, so this is a free text search disregarding possible word boundaries. We combine this large unlabelled corpus with the official training data and train a skip-gram word2vec model (dimensionality 100, 5 min words, context window of 5). Tweets and targets are tokenised with the Twitter-adapted tokeniser twokenize 2 . Subsequently, all tokens are normalised to lower case, URLs are removed, and stopword tokens are filtered (i.e. punctuation characters, Twitter-specific stopwords ("rt", "#semst", "via").
As demonstrated in our experiments, unsupervised pre-training is quite helpful, since it is difficult to learn representations for all the words using only the relatively small training datasets available. Finally, to ensure that the proposed neural network architectures contribute to the performance, we also use the word vectors from word2vec in a Bag-of-Word-Vectors baseline (BOWV), in which the tweet and target representations are fed into a logistic regression classifier with L2 regularization (Pedregosa et al., 2011) .
Corpus
Favor Against None All TaskA Tr+Dv  1462  2684 1482 5628  TaskA Tr+Dv HC 224  722  332  1278  TaskB Unlab  ---278,013  TaskB Auto-lab* 4681  5095 4026 13,802  TaskB Test  148  299  260 707 Crawled Unlab* ---395,212 , 2016) . We report experiments for two different experimental setups: one is the unseen target setup (Section 5), which is the main focus of this paper, i.e. detecting the stance of tweets towards previously unseen targets. We show that conditional encoding, by reading the tweets in a target-specific way, generalises to unseen targets better than baselines which ignore the target. Next, we compare our approach to previous work in a weakly supervised framework (Section 6) and show that our approach outperforms the state-of-the-art on the SemEval 2016 Stance Detection Subtask B corpus. TaskB Unlab is an unlabelled corpus containing Donald Trump tweets supplied by the task organisers, and TaskB Auto-lab* is an automatically labelled version of a small portion of the corpus for the weakly supervised stance detection experiments reported in Section 6. Finally, Crawled Unlab* is a corpus we collected for unsupervised pre-training (see Section 3.4).
For all experiments, the official task evaluation script is used. Predictions are postprocessed so that if the target is contained in a tweet, the highestscoring non-neutral stance is chosen. This was motivated by the observation that in the training data most target-containing tweets express a stance, with only 16% of them being neutral.
Methods
We compare the following baseline methods: to three versions of conditional encoding:
• target conditioned on tweet (TarCondTweet)
• tweet conditioned on target (TweetCondTar)
• a bidirectional encoding model (BiCond)
Unseen Target Stance Detection
As explained, the challenge is to learn a model without any manually labelled training data for the test target, but only using the data from the Task A targets. In order to avoid using any labelled data for Donald Trump, while still having a (labelled) development set to tune and evaluate our models, we used the tweets labelled for Hillary Clinton as a development set and the tweets for the remaining four targets as training. We refer to this as the development setup, and all models are tuned using this setup. models were chosen: input layer size 100 (equal to word embedding dimensions), hidden layer size 60, training for max 50 epochs with initial learning rate 1e-3 using ADAM (Kingma and Ba, 2014) for optimisation, dropout 0.1. Using one, relatively small hidden layer and dropout help avoid overfitting.
Results and Discussion
Results for the unseen target setting show how well conditional encoding is suited for learning targetdependent representations of tweets, and crucially, how well such representations generalise to unseen targets. The best performing method on both development (Table 2 ) and test setups (Table 3) is Bi-Cond, which achieves an F1 of 0.4722 and 0.4901 respectively. Notably, Concat, which learns an indepedent encoding of the target and the tweets, does not achieve big F1 improvements over Twee-tOnly, which learns a representation of the tweets only. This shows that it is not only important to learn target-depedent encodings, but also the way in which they are learnt matters. Models that learn to condition the encoding of tweets on targets outperform all baselines on the test set. It is further worth noting that the Bag-of-Word-Vectors baseline achieves results comparable with TweetOnly, Concat and one of the conditional en- coding models, TarCondTweet, on the dev set, even though it achieves significantly lower performance on the test set. This indicates that the pre-trained word embeddings on their own are already very useful for stance detection. Our best result in the test setup with BiCond is currently the second highest reported result on the Stance Detection corpus, however the first, third and fourth best approaches achieved their results by automatically labelling Donald Trump training data. BiCond for the unseen target setting outperforms the third and fourth best approaches by a large margin (5 and 7 points in Macro F1, respectively), as can be seen in Table 7 . Results for weakly supervised stance detection are discussed in the next section. Table 4 shows the effect of unsupervised pre-training of word embeddings, and furthermore, the results of sharing these representations between the tweets and targets, on the development set. The first set of results is with a uniformly Random embeddings initialisation in [−0.1, 0.1]. PreFixed uses the pre-trained word embeddings, whereas PreCont uses the pre-trained word embeddings and continues training them during LSTM training.
Unsupervised Pre-Training
Our results show that, in the absence of a large labelled training dataset, unsupervised pre-training of word embeddings is more helpful than random initialisation of embeddings. Sing vs Sep shows the difference between using shared vs two separate embeddings matrices for looking up the word embeddings. Sing means the word representations for tweet and target vocabularies are shared, whereas Sep means they are different. Using shared embeddings performs better, which we hypothesise is because the tweets contain some mentions of targets that are tested. Table 5 shows results on the development set for BiCond, compared to the best unidirectional encoding model, TweetCondTar and the baseline Concat, split by tweets that contain the target and those that do not. All three models perform well when the target is mentioned in the tweet, but less so when the targets are not mentioned explicitly. In the case where the target is mentioned in the tweet, biconditional encoding outperforms unidirectional encoding and unidirectional encoding outperforms Concat. This shows that conditional encoding is able to learn useful dependencies between the tweets and the targets. 
Target in Tweet vs Not in Tweet

Weakly Supervised Stance Detection
The previous section showed the usefulness of conditional encoding for unseen target stance detection and compared results against internal baselines.
The goal of experiments reported in this section is to compare against participants in the SemEval 2016 Stance Detection Task B. While we consider an unseen target setup, most submissions, including the three highest ranking ones for Task B, pkudblab (Wei et al., 2016b), LitisMind (Zarrella and Marsh, 2016) and INF-UFRGS (Wei et al., 2016a ) considered a different experimental setup. They automatically annotated training data for the test target Donald Trump, thus rendering the task as a weakly supervised seen target stance detection. The pkudblab system uses a deep convolutional neural network that learns to make 2way predictions on automatically labelled positive and negative training data for Donald Trump. The neutral class is predicted according to rules which are applied at test time.
Since the best performing systems which participated in the shared task consider a weakly supervised setup, we further compare our proposed approach to the state-of-the-art using such a weakly A tweet is labelled as positive if one of the positive expressions is detected, else negative if a negative expressions is detected. If neither are detected, the tweet is annotated as neutral randomly with 2% chance. The resulting corpus size per stance is shown in Table 1 . The same hyperparameters for the LSTM-based models are used as for the unseen target setup described in the previous section. Table 6 lists our results in the weakly supervised setting. Table 7 shows all our results, including those using the unseen target setup, compared against the state-of-the-art on the stance detection corpus. It further lists baselines reported by Mohammad et al. (2016) , namely a majority class baseline (Majority baseline), and a method using 1 to 3-gram bag-of-word and character n-gram features (SVM-ngrams-comb), which are extracted from the tweets and used to train a 3-way SVM classifier. Bag-of-word baselines (BoWV, SVM-ngrams-comb) achieve results comparable to the majority baseline (F1 of 0.2972), which shows how difficult the task is. The baselines which only extract features from the tweets, SVM-ngrams-comb and TweetOnly perform worse than the baselines which also learn representations for the targets (BoWV, Concat). By training conditional encoding models on automatically labelled stance detection data we achieve state-of-the-art results. The best result (F1 of 0.5803) is achieved with the bi-directional conditional encoding model (BiCond). This shows that such models are suitable for unseen, as well as seen target stance detection.
Results and Discussion
Related Work
Stance Detection: Previous work mostly considered target-specific stance prediction in debates (Hasan and Ng, 2013, Walker et al., 2012) or student essays (Faulkner, 2014) .
Recent work studied Twitter-based stance detection (Rajadesingan and Liu, 2014) , which is also a task at SemEval 2016 (Mohammad et al., 2016) . The latter is more challenging than stance detection in debates because, in addition to irregular language, the Mohammad et al. (2016) dataset is offered without any context, e.g., conversational structure or tweet metadata. The targets are also not always mentioned in the tweets, which makes the task very challenging (Augenstein et al., 2016) and distinguishes it from target-dependent (Vo and Zhang, 2015 , Alghunaim et al., 2015 and open-domain target-dependent sentiment analysis (Mitchell et al., 2013 .
Conditional Encoding: Conditional encoding has been applied in the related task of recognising textual entailment (Rocktäschel et al., 2016) , using a dataset of half a million training examples (Bowman et al., 2015) and numerous different hypotheses. Our experiments show that conditional encoding is also successful on a relatively small training set and when applied to an unseen testing target. Moreover, we augment conditional encoding with bidirectional encoding and demonstrate the added benefit of unsupervised pre-training of word embeddings on unlabelled domain data. This paper showed that conditional LSTM encoding is a successful approach to stance detection for unseen targets. Our unseen target bidirectional conditional encoding approach achieves the second best results reported to date on the SemEval 2016 Twitter Stance Detection corpus. In a seen target minimally supervised scenario, as considered by prior work, our approach achieves the best results to date on the SemEval Task B dataset. We further show that in the absence of large labelled corpora, unsupervised pretraining can be used to learn target representations for stance detection and improves results on the Se-mEval corpus. Future work will investigate further the challenge of stance detection for tweets which do not contain explicit mentions of the target.
